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Abstract—The purpose of the research was to produce a learning method based on traditional games which suits to primary school student characteristics, easy and safe for primary school students to play with, and also an effective development method to develop honesty, disciplinary, and responsibility. The research method used was research and development method or RnD. This method is used to produce a product in a form of a learning method based on traditional games to build the character of primary school students. The research steps were: (1) preliminary study, information collection and literature analysis needs, observation, and research scheme work composition (2) planning (objectives formulation, the determination of learning sequence) (3) the development of initial product (learning material preparation, evaluation of instrument) (4) initial field trial (small scope trial) (5) revision of the main product (based on the suggestion post the initial trial) (6) primary field trial (big scope trial) (7) product revision (based on the result of big scope trial) (8) affectivity trial (9) final product revision (10) dissemination and implementation. The data analysis techniques used were descriptive quantitative analysis and descriptive qualitative analysis. The result of this research is a manual book of learning method based on traditional games to develop honesty, discipline, and responsibility characters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Character building in this millennium era placed attracts special attention from the Indonesian government. There are various attempts has been done to develop the nation character. One of the attempt was to create some activities to shape, develop and to make a habit of Indonesian people with some activities which can be support the quality improvement of Indonesian people character. In line with the issuance of Perpres No. 87 Year 2017 regarding the Strengthening of Character Building is a prove of the severance of the government with regards to the character building matter. The government of Indonesia believe that preparing young generation is the only way to go to be a very strong nation in 2045 [1].

The study of the character building of early age has become one of the government program, to prepare a good generation with good character from the very beginning. Character is central to positive psychology’s efforts to understand and promote human flourishing [2]. The teachers nowadays, face the problem of the changing of the era, different character of the current children character compare to a couple of years back then, moreover the vast technology development, all the information accessible through one gadget. This become challenging to teachers to deal with millennium generation. The demand to shape the to be skilful and creative, becomes one teacher’s skill should have, to face the vast era development which eventually will give impact to the students’ psychologic mindset.

The issue regarding the importance of the character building has been spread as soon as after the media exposing the moral and ethics degradation of young age. Moral crisis in the society can be seen by (1) the loss of honesty (2) the loss of responsibility (3) lack of visioner ability (4) lack of discipline (5) cooperation crisis (6) justice crisis and (7) empathy crisis. The tendency of violent behaviour can be considered as on of the moral crisis symptom. The moral crisis symptoms arises among the students, suspected as the effect of globalization, strengthened by development and sophisticated communication and information technology growth. The growth of technology in the globalization era is vast, which opens big opportunity for western culture to influence the children’s nation behaviour. If we look deeper to our culture, the western culture is not in line with the local culture. From the technology and information development such as television, social media, and internet, becomes the most effective media to relay information. There are many programs contains violence, becomes the children’s main show to watch. Not only violence, adult romance also frequently shown, which was inappropriate to be seen by children. The more the children see those programmes the more it affects their character development and build them to become less good person. Many of the negative impacts that will arise include: will be difficult to socialize, slow in motor development, and significant behavioural changes. So it is very important role of parent to supervise, control and pay attention to all activities of children [3].

The character building is needed to overcome the Indonesian culture value dissolution, which suspectedly will result in the weakness of the nation’s character. Character is a different term which more or less will have the same meaning as personality. Teaching character must be as important as academic teaching, the community will continue to be in a state of chaos until the character is taught at school again. In this
way education can be used as a significant way to reduce moral damage that begins to approach the community. Character is very important for humans, not only because of its influence on academic achievement but because character can be a self-identity that can distinguish individuals from one another [4]. Ethimologically, character comes from Latin words which is “Charasein”, meaning “to draw permanent pattern and unerasable”. Whereas, based on the primer Indonesian Dictionary, character means the understanding of psychologic soul and morals which will differentiate one person to another.

In another understanding, it was mentioned, the definition of character is “Character qualities that make some body different from others”.

One of the Indonesian heritage is traditional games. Before 2005, traditional games were still common among the children. However, nowadays those have been eventually disappeared by the era. The children nowadays are seems to enjoy their gadget, internet café, online game, even worse those children do not have any clue what the traditional games are. The traditional games believed can give good impact to child potential development, where as the modern games is more actualizing on individualism. Different from traditional games that give opportunities for children to get socialized as well as to work together in a group, with the socialization among them and many more good values created along. Bordova and Leong gave statement “now a days young children spend less time playing with their peers and more and more time playing alone graduating from educational tuys to video and computer game”.

The physical education and sport in school becomes one method to introduce the importance of the development to improve human resource quality. Sports can also functioned as medium to channelling emotions, strengthen identity, social control, socialization, changing agent, intuition channelling and goals achievement [5].

Physical education can be use as atool for character building for children at their early age, the teacher’s accuracy in implementing the learning method becomes the main concern. Teachers must have knowledge on the child’s character building method. The knowledge could help teachers to apply it to the students [6]. The learning method based on the traditional games can be one of the solution for teachers to simplify the children’s character building. With regards to the value within the traditional games related to the character building: Honesty, Responsibility, Respect others, Fair play, Hard work to achieve goals, Friendship, Collaboration, Survival, Discipline, Tolerance. Those attitudes can be implemented in the character building through physical education based on the traditional games in primary school. Revealed that within the traditional games contains educational values which indirectly real, but protected by shiled and those value has many dimensions such as togetherness, honesty, morality, collaboration, and many other personality aspects.

The fact shows that children nowadays or millenium generation are very character crisis. There are some cases happened were very heartbreaking. Many media released similar news with regards to related matters such as KOMPAS.COM a Grade 2 student died after fighting with his classmate. LIPUTAN6.COM in Sukabumi, 2 best friends were raped by their classmates. In Karawang, SINDONEWS.COM primary school student in Yogyakarta were caught drinking alcohol. And not to mention the bullying cases, romance among primary school’s students was very apprehensive. There are many factors that caused this reality such as economics condition, the parents’ low education level, parents’ divorce [7]. The study concludes that in terms of the influencing factors of character education integrated into parent-child relationship [8] by looking at the background, the researches try to do some observation and interviews to some teachers in Yogyakarta. How was the character of most students nowadays and which methods implemented by the teachers to build the student’s character at their early age. The observation and interview result, the researcher gain a general description such as the implementation of physical education is not yet been optimalized, to be use as character building. The fact attracts the researcher to develop a learning method based on traditional games to build honesty, discipline and responsibility character to the primary school students.

II. METHOD

The research method is research and development which commonly known as (research and development or R n D). This method is being use by the researcher to produce a learning method based on the traditional games to build character of primary school’s student.

A. The Development Procedure

The research and development procedure with steps as follows : demands analysis, product design, design validation, design revision, small scope trial, product revision, product revision, big scope trial, product revision, effectiveness trial, final product and dissemination [9].

B. Design Trial

The purpose of the design trial is to collect data which can be use as the foundation of the effectiveness, efficiency or the attraction of the product. The trial also performed to complement the learning method based on the traditional games by hands-on learning.

The field trial executed three times which are small scope field trial, big scope field trial and effectiveness trial. The small scope trial or limited trial used to give description about the planned product. The big scope trial executed to gain information of the feasibility of the learning method based on the traditional games. The effectiveness trial executed to gain information of the effectiveness by requiring some advise from the experts whom are children physical education material expert, the traditional games experts, towards the implementation of the learning method based on the traditional games.

C. Data Type

The data type is obtained from this research is qualitative data and quantitative data. Qualitative data is based on (1) input/advice from the experts to complement the product, and (2) interview result of teachers from Primary schools.
Qualitative data is obtained from (1) result from score scale from contact expert (2) data from model observation score from content material expert (3) data from observation evaluation and model effectiveness from the expert. Those data are used to evaluate learning method based on traditional games to develop character of primary school’s student.

D. Subject

This research is applied to students from three different school, which are (1) small scope trial executed in 1 elementary school which involved 30 Grade 3 students. (2) big scope trial executed in 2 elementary schools which involved 60 Grade 3 students.

E. Data Collection Technique

The data collection technique is a way that use to collect data. The qualitative data technique is obtained during literature study, field observation, interview, field record, and documentation study. Whereas, the quantitative data obtained by using questioner, evaluation forms which are used by the expert to evaluate the developed model to give advices and critics. After some trials both big and small scope. Besides, the evaluation form is also use to evaluate the experiment in the effectiveness trial with different subject from big scope trial and small scope trial.

F. Data Collection Instrument

The instrument used to assess whether the product has been developed well from different aspects such as content, display and useful. Instrument used produced 2 types of data, which are qualitative data and quantitative data. Qualitative data obtained from interview of some primary school teachers, whereas quantitative data obtained from the evaluation from the experts toward the development of the learning method based on the traditional games to develop character. Those data are useful to assess the feasibility of the development itself.

G. Data Analysis Technique

Data analysis technique in the research and development use qualitative and quantitative analysis. The technique of the qualitative data analysis in this research is executed together with data collection. The data analysis process is performed by reducing data which is finishing process, simplification, transformation, abstraction and data focusing. The data reduction is performed continuously from the beginning to the end of data collection. After data reduction, the next data analysis activity is data presentation and data conclusion. The qualitative data at the preliminary study in the form of observation result, interview and written documentation reduction data, presented for description. The last step will be conclusion to describe the existing problem in detail. Those must be done to strengthen the background of the research. In the process of product development, the data in the form of revision advise is being reduced, presented, then to be analysed to obtain conclusion as the revision material.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The result of this research is a learning method based on the traditional games to build honesty, discipline and responsibility character which arranged in the form of manual book, learning method, which contain (1) concept (2) basic competencies (3) purpose of learning (4) content (5) syntax (6) teachers and students activity (7) evaluation of learning result.

A. Concepts

The learning method based on the traditional games to develop honesty discipline and responsibility character makes traditional games as a tool in every learning process. The traditional games has been classified and adjusted according to the competence of the Physical education of lower grades. In that case, the characteristic of the traditional games used must become a tool to develop the cognitive domain, affective and psychomotoric, to achieve competency from Physical education subject. In that, traditional games becomes a learning tool that is costumisedly arranged to build a learning method. What makes the learning method based on the traditional games compare to the other learning method is the character implementation in each of the games they played, one of them is traditional Javanese games, Javanese culture is an ancient culture steeped in the philosophy is suitable to applied in the formation of character IESQ in Children[10]. In the past learning method, usually only focus on the cognitive domain and psychomotoric, whereas in the learning method based on the traditional games, the development will lead to affective, cognitive and psychomotoric aspects. In the traditional games there are character values which can develop honesty, discipline and responsibility, basic movement of locomotors, non-locomotors, manipulative as well as the comprehension of the games such as rules, strategy and knowledge about the physical activity. To integrate the cognitive development and psychomotoric and the character development which include in the affective domain. So that the development of honesty, discipline and responsibility character goes along with the development of the concerned’s student motoric and cognitive. There for the choice of traditional games as well as the model arrangement must be made according to the competency of the lower grade with a purpose PE learning can be achieved.

As there is the learning method based on the traditional games, it is hopeful it can be a referral for teachers to choose a learning method that can be able to integrate with 3 domain which are cognitive, affective and psychomotoric. Wherease for students, it is hopeful the development of their cognitive, affective and psychomotoric can go together, especially the ability to develop honesty, discipline and responsibility character.

B. Basic Competency

Basic competency is competency in each subject for each class described from Core Competencies. Basic Competency is content or competencies which consist of behaviour, skill and knowledge which based on the core competencies which must be mastered by the students. Those competencies are developed by paying attention on the characteristic of the students, preliminary skills, as well as the character of a subject. Competencies and scope of contact used to determine
the Basic Competencies in the curriculum development at the unit level of education. Generic competencies includes three aspects which are behaviour, knowledge and skill. Behaviour divided into spiritual behaviour and social behaviour. This differentiation is needed to compress the importance of functional balance as human which includes spiritual and social aspects which has been mandated by the aim of the national education.

C. The Purpose of Learning

The purpose of learning method based on the traditional games is to develop honesty, discipline and responsibility character which is part of the affective domain which are integrated with cognitive and psychomotoric domain. In line with the basic competencies material, in brief, it is expected for students to have good motoric movement, good cognitive as well as to have good behaviour especially honest, discipline and responsible.

D. Content

In this learning method, traditional games as media, in this model, the material used is locomotors movement, non-locomotors movement and manipulative and traditional games as a tool of content deliberation. The choice of traditional games must describe the locomotors movement, non-locomotors movement and manipulative as well as contain the value of honesty, discipline and responsibility. The following are traditional games which has value of honesty, discipline and responsibility: (1) gobaksodor (2) demok dadi (3) betengan (4) tawon tawonan.

Gobak sodor. Gobak sodor is game that is consist of two teams. One team consist of 3 people or more. The purpose of the game is to block the opponent to pass over the last defense line, back and forth within the designated area. One player will be the defender, the defense line will be until the middle of the field. The difficulties is based on the process of crossing the line without getting touch by the opponent, therefore it needs the skill to run, and strategy on body movement so it cannot be touch by the defender.

Demok Dadi Games. This game creates one to be a defender whom tries to reach or to touch the player whom are within the circle without getting into the circle. Whereas the player within the circle should try to avoid the defender without getting out of the circle.

Bentengan (Fortress guarding) is a game without tool, played by two teams, consist of 4 players each. The shape of the field is rectangular and the duration is about 15 minutes. Each group choose which pole or tree as their fortress. The team whom can take over the opponent’s fortress will be the winner. It is just taking over the fortress is not as easy as it says, because apart from taking over the fortress they also have to guard at the same time.

Tawon tawonan (bees) is a game consist of 5-10 players with 1 player as the Bee. The Bee will run after the other player to shoot its sting. Once one of the player got stinged, the stinged player becomes the Bee, and so on.

E. Syntax/Learning Steps

In the learning based on the traditional games, the learning steps executed not different from the other methods. However, the difference is the use of the traditional games in every learning session as well as the model effectiveness in developing honesty, discipline and responsibility character.
F. Teacher and Students Activity

The teacher and student activity may be vary depends on the learning method use. Generally, the teacher and student activity is divided into three activities, preliminary activity, core activity and closing activity.

G. End Result Evaluation

Evaluation becomes integral part of learning process. To understand and to know how to use the method precisely is very important, in order to provide an effective learning session. Evaluation helps teacher to acknowledge the strength and the weakness of the student as well as to supervise their progress whenever the study is in progress.

The evaluation in the primary school contains four main activities which are series of teachers work, which are (1) observation: the process of observing students when they play on some activities and study (2) recording: process of documentation on several activities which observed well (3) analysis: towards information and data that is obtained as the basis of the decision (4) reporting: the process of information presentation to management and parents in the form of progress report, both oral and written.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study are a traditional game-based PJOK learning model to develop an honest character of discipline and responsibility in elementary school students. This model has several components: (1) concepts (2) the purpose of learning (3) content (traditional gobak sodor games, bentengan, tawan tawonan, demok dadi). (4) Syntax / step learning steps (5) teacher and student activities (6) assessment of learning outcomes. According to experts the learning model is in accordance with the characteristics of elementary school students, safe, fun and effective to develop the character of honesty, discipline, and responsibility.
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